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Design Statement The materials for this cloak were all found in my personal stash of 
decommissioned clothes, household linens, and notions. Although some might 
call it hoarding, I practice the habit of storing unused textiles for unknown, 
future transformation opportunities. After encountering the Judith Hendler 
Design Competition, I knew just such a transformation opportunity had arrived.   
For the main body of the garment, I repurposed an entire curtain which I have 
had on hand for years, but had no use for, since it came to me second hand with 
no corresponding second curtain. Since the textile was white, my design 
process was inspired by ancient Egyptian apparel; I envisioned a heat-
re�ecting, desert-suitable garment whose color could provide coolness under 
the sun and whose coverage could provide a warmth layer at night. To ensure 
that this textile was incorporated into the design with zero waste, I cut it only to 
create the shoulder seam. I ripped open the original seam allowances and 
re�nished the edges with a smaller seam allowance, bias tape, and a decorative 
machine stitch, sourcing the thread from what I had on hand rather than 
purchasing matching thread.  
In considering details of color, seam �nishing, and the belt, I wanted to keep the 
look of the garment modern, mobile, athletic, and clean. Using a stretchy neon 
mesh jumper from my (now �nished) clubbing days and a pair of jeans which 
would never �t me, I sketched a look that suggested long-lasting performance 
and versatility for multiple occasions. I created bias tape from the jumper, 
transforming what used to be limited fabric square footage into multiple feet of 
seam �nish; I also preserved the existing hood of the jumper and a�xed it to the 
garment �ap for an additional layer of style and protection from the elements.  
Finally, the belt; I knew I wanted the belt to function as a strong anchor point for 
an otherwise lightweight garment. I also wanted to make sure it remained 
adjustable. The resulting belt is multi-piece: there is a band which hooks in the 
front and conceals two button adjustment options close to where it is attached 
to the cloak in back. Attached to the band itself are two denim braids, �nished 
with stretchy neon on one end and pinking on the other, which tie o� in the front 
for an additional element of design and possibility of extension.  
The �nished garment looks like something I and my generation could easily wear 
as a current fashion, because it comes straight from materials which were 
already incorporated into my household. These on-hand materials just needed 
the right transformation opportunity to go from being three separate items in 
storage to becoming The Athleisure Cocoon. 

List of Materials One entire curtain for the main body of the garment 



Reconstructed portions of a neon mesh jumper with hood for the cloak hood and 
trim �nishes*  
Reconstructed portions of a pair of jeans for the belt* 
4 abalone shell buttons  
Various shades of all-purpose thread  
 
*My deepest apologies -- I realized part-way into my construction process that 
photos of the garment materials were required, and managed to scavenge a 
photo each of the jumper and jeans from my photo library. Some of them do not 
have photo quality or scope I would wish for, but I would rather submit these 
over nothing. 
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